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Tax Challenges of S Corporations
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Tax Challenges of S Corporations

• Satisfying the qualification requirements
‒ A domestic corporation other than an ineligible corporation
o Ineligible corporations include: financial institutions (which use the reserve 

method for bad debts under Section 585), insurance companies, DISCs and 
former DISCs, taxable mortgage pools

‒ No more than 100 shareholders
o Members of a family are treated as one shareholder for this purpose

‒ No shareholders other than individuals, estates, certain trusts, and 
tax-exempt Section 501(c)(3) organizations

‒ No nonresident alien shareholders

‒ Single class of stock
o Common stock with different voting rights is permitted

o Each share of S corporation stock must have the same rights to distributions and 
liquidation proceeds
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Tax Challenges of S Corporations

• Using a permitted taxable year
‒ S corporations generally use the calendar year

‒ Tax year must be identified on IRS Form 2553 (Election by a Small 
Business Corporation)

• Complying with strict allocation and distribution 
requirements
‒ Allocations generally are made on a per-share, per-day basis

‒ Distributions generally are made on a per-share basis as of a 
particular date
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Tax Challenges of S Corporations

• Tracking stock and debt basis
‒ Used to determine tax treatment of investment in S corporation stock 

or debt obligations
o Deductibility of losses

o Taxability of operating or liquidating distributions

o Gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of stock or debt

‒ Debt basis rules differ from partnership context

• Tracking the accumulated adjustments account (“AAA”)
‒ Represents previously taxed and undistributed S corporation earnings

‒ AAA is an S corporation attribute 
o Not apportioned to the shareholders in any manner

o Stock transfers (other than redemptions) do not affect the amount or use

‒ Tracked similar to basis but can go negative due to losses and 
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Tax Challenges of S Corporations

• Tracking accumulated earnings and profits (“E&P”)
‒ Applies to S corporations with accumulated E&P
o An S corporation should never have current E&P

‒ Ensures that distributions of E&P are taxed as a dividend when 
distributed

• Determining compensation for shareholder-employees
‒ Reasonable compensation for the value of services performed

‒ Salary vs. distribution dilemma
o IRS may recharacterize as wages S corporation distributions paid in lieu of wages
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Taxation of S Corporation 
Distributions
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Treatment of Distributions to Corporation

• Distributions of money generally have no tax consequences 
to the corporation

• Distributions of appreciated property generally result in 
corporate-level gain recognition
o S corporation is treated as selling the property to receiving shareholder for FMV
• FMV cannot be less than the amount of any liability encumbering the property

o S corporation generally does not pay tax even though gain is recognized
• Beware the “built-in gains” tax

o Gain flows through to all shareholders who pay tax at the shareholder level 
regardless of which shareholder receives the appreciated property

o Treatment of deemed sale may be less favorable than an actual sale of the 
property
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Example 1, Corporate distribution of appreciated property

• A owns 100% of S Co., an S corporation.  S 
Co. distributes Green Acre to A with an 
adjusted basis of $1,000 and a FMV of 
$5,000. Assume no other activity for the 
year.  S Co. has AAA of $4,000 and no E&P; 
A has basis in her S Co. stock of $2,000

• S Co. recognizes gain under Section 311(b) 
of $4,000, which is allocated (and taxable 
to) A and increases A’s stock basis from 
$2,000 to $6,000
‒ AAA increases from $4,000 to $8,000

• A is treated as receiving a distribution from 
S Co. of $5,000, which reduces A basis from 
$6,000 to $1,000; S Co.’s AAA is irrelevant 
because there is no E&P (but is reduced by 
the distribution); A has sufficient basis to 
shelter the distribution
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Corporations without E&P
‒ AAA is irrelevant in determining tax treatment of distributions

‒ Framework
o Distributions are tax-free to the extent of stock basis

o Distributions in excess of stock basis give rise to gain from the sale or exchange of 
property
• Tax-free distributions reduce stock basis

• Debt basis is not included

• Gain is typically treated as capital because shares are typically held as a capital asset

‒ Stock basis is determined as of the end of the S corporation’s taxable year
o The ordering of basis adjustments matters

o Pass-through income increases basis before basis is adjusted for distributions

o Pass-through losses decrease basis after basis is adjusted for distributions

‒ Adjustments to stock basis are made on a per-share basis with “spill over” 
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Example 2, Distribution by Corporation without E&P

• B owns 100% of S Co., an S corporation.  
S Co. distributes to B $5,000 (in cash). 
Assume no other activity for the year.  S 
Co. has AAA of $4,000 and no E&P; B 
has basis in her S Co. stock of $2,000
‒ Same facts as Example 1, except S Co. 

distributes cash instead of appreciated 
property

• B is treated as receiving a distribution 
from S Co. of $5,000, which reduces B’s 
basis from $2,000 to $0; S Co.’s AAA is 
irrelevant because there is no E&P; B 
recognizes gain of $3,000 (the amount 
by which the distribution exceeds B’s 
basis)
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Corporations with E&P
‒ Framework
o Distributions from AAA are tax-free to the extent of stock basis and any 

distribution in excess of stock basis is treated as gain
• Similar treatment to distributions made by corporation without E&P

o Distributions in excess of AAA are taxable as a dividend to the extent of E&P

o If distribution exceeds accumulated E&P (and AAA), distribution is tax-free to the 
extent of stock basis and any excess is treated as gain

‒ If multiple distributions in excess of AAA are made during a year, AAA 
is allocated pro rata to all distributions during the year

‒ Adjustments to stock basis are made on a per-share basis with “spill 
over” rule
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Example 3, Distribution by Corporation with E&P

• C owns 100% of S Co., an S 
corporation.  S Co. distributes to C 
$5,000 (in cash). Assume no other 
activity for the year.  S Co. has AAA 
of $4,000 and E&P of $3,000; C has 
basis in her S Co. stock of $2,000

• C is treated as receiving a 
distribution from S Co. of $5,000; C’s 
basis is reduced from $2,000 to $0; C 
recognizes gain of $2,000 (the 
amount by which the distribution 
exceeds C’s basis up to the amount 
of AAA); $1,000 is treated as a 
dividend from E&P
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Elections with respect to sourcing distributions
‒ Election to distribute E&P before AAA
o Corporation can elect, with the consent of all “affected shareholders”, to treat 

distributions as dividends to the extent of E&P, rather than as distributions from 
AAA

o “Affected shareholder” means any shareholder to whom a distribution is made 
during the year

o Can help S corporation manage issues stemming from its prior C corporation 
existence 
• E.g., tax on passive income or passive income termination rule

o All or nothing election

o Election is irrevocable and effective only for the taxable year for which made
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Elections with respect to sourcing distributions (cont’d)
‒ Election to make a deemed dividend
o Allows an S corporation to elect to distribute E&P through a deemed dividend

o Consent by each “affected shareholder” is required

o Deemed dividend is treated as if it were distributed in money to the shareholders 
(in proportion to their stock ownership), received by the shareholders and 
immediately contributed by the shareholders to the corporation, all on the last 
day of the corporation’s taxable year

o Amount of deemed dividend may not exceed E&P on the last day of the taxable 
year, reduced by any actual distributions of E&P made during the taxable year

o An election to make a deemed dividend automatically triggers an election to 
distribute earnings and profits first

o Election is irrevocable and effective only for the taxable year for which made
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Post-termination transition period (“PTTP”) distributions
‒ After termination of S status, any S corporation earnings that have not 

been distributed can be distributed tax-free for a limited time
o Distributions are generally treated like those made during the corporation’s time 

as an S corporation
• Tax-free to the extent of stock basis

‒ Requirements:
o Distribution must be of money
• Distributions of property do not qualify

o Distribution must be made with respect to the corporation’s stock

o Distribution cannot exceed AAA

o Distribution must occur within the PTTP
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Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

• Post-termination transition period (“PTTP”) distributions (con’t)
‒ PTTP is defined as:
o the period beginning on the day after the last day the corporation was 

an S corporation and ending on the later of (a) the day 1 year after such last day or 
(b) the due date (including extensions) for filing the last S corporation return

o the 120-day period beginning on the date of any determination pursuant to an audit 
that follows the termination and that adjusts an item of income, loss or deduction of 
the S corporation during the S period

o the 120-day period beginning on the date of a determination that the corporation’s 
election had terminated for a previous taxable year
• Examples of a “determination”: a court decision, closing agreement, agreement between IRS 

and corporation re failure to qualify as an S corporation

‒ Former S corporation can elect out of favorable treatment for PTTP 
distributions with consent of shareholders receiving distributions
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Distribution Reporting

• Schedule K of Form 1120-S - distributions from AAA

• Form 1099-DIV - dividend distributions

• Form 5452 (Corporate Report of Nondividend Distributions)
‒ Distributions by corporation with E&P that exceed both AAA and E&P

‒ Distributions by corporation made during the PTTP
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Tracking Basis

• Why is it important?
‒ Determines:

o Deductibility of losses
o Taxability of operating or liquidating distributions
o Gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of stock or debt

• How is it computed?
‒ Initially computed the same as basis in C corporation stock

o Cash and basis of property contributed to capital, increased by any gain recognized
o Cost basis if acquired from the third party

‒ Subsequently increased for:
o Subsequent capital contributions
o Pass-through income and gain (including any separately stated items and tax-exempt income)
o Excess of depletion deductions over basis in property

‒ Subsequently decreased (but not below zero) for:
o Tax-free distributions to the extent of stock basis
o Pass-through losses and deductions (including separately stated items and nondeductible items)
o Depletion deductions

• Debt basis tracked separately
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Tracking AAA

• Why is it important?
‒ For S corporations with E&P, AAA tracks the corporation’s ability to 

make tax-free distributions
‒ For S corporations without E&P, AAA can become relevant in the 

future even if not relevant to current distributions
o S corporation can inherit E&P in a transaction to which Section 381(a) applies 

which will make the S corporation’s historical AAA relevant
o Examples:
• S corporation inherits C corporation’s E&P in a reorganization under Section 368 or a 

liquidation under Section 332
• S corporation without E&P merges with S corporation with E&P

‒ For former S corporations, allows for distributions from AAA during 
the PTTP
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Tracking AAA

• How is AAA computed?
‒ The starting point is zero and AAA is adjusted as follows:

1. Increased for separately and nonseparately stated income (other than tax-
exempt income) and certain excess depletion deductions

2. Decreased (to the extent of the increase under (1) above) for separately and 
nonseparately stated losses and deductions, nondeductible expenses (other 
than expenses related to tax-exempt income and federal taxes attributable to a 
C-corporation year), and shareholders’ depletion deductions
• Important limitation: the decrease is not taken into account to the extent of any 

“net negative adjustment”

3. Decreased (but not below zero) by the amount of any nondividend 
distributions from AAA

4. Decreased the account by the amount of any net negative adjustment

5. Adjustments up or down for stock redemptions
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock

• Gain or loss from the sale of stock equals amount realized 
less adjusted basis
‒ Pass-through income or loss for the year of the sale affects basis
o Shareholder who disposes of stock is treated as owning the stock on the day of 

disposition
• Income assigned to the day of the sale will be allocated to the seller, not the buyer

‒ Adjustments to stock basis are determined and generally effective as 
of the close of the corporation’s taxable year
o If a shareholder disposes of stock during the year, the adjustments are effective 

immediately before the disposition

• Gain or loss recognized is generally treated as capital 
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock

• Sale may result in termination of S election if buyer is not an 
eligible shareholder or if the sale results in more than 100 
shareholders
‒ Termination of S election takes effect on the day of the terminating 

event

‒ Corporation’s tax year is split into two short years: an S-corporation 
year ending on the day before the termination event and a C-
corporation year beginning on the day of the termination event
o Allocations are generally calculated by prorating the results for the full taxable 

year based on the numbers of days in the two short years

o Corporation may elect, and in some cases is required, to close its books on the 
date of the termination
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock

• Elections to close books
‒ Election upon complete termination of a shareholder’s interest
o Complete termination occurs pursuant to any event in which the shareholder 

ceases to own any corporation stock
• E.g., sales, redemptions, gifts, death

• Shareholder’s interest is not terminated if shareholder retains any ownership of stock 
that would be counted for purposes of making an S election

o Election results in corporation’s taxable year being treated as separate taxable 
years for all affected shareholders for purposes of
• Allocating income, losses, deductions and credits

• Adjusting AAA, E&P and basis

• Determining the tax effect of distributions

o Each affected shareholder must consent to making the election
• “Affected shareholder” is generally any shareholder whose interest is terminated and 

any shareholder to whom stock was transferred
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock

• Elections to close books (cont’d)
‒ Election upon qualifying disposition
o “Qualifying disposition” occurs upon:
• A disposition of 20% or more of the corporation’s outstanding stock in one or more 

transactions during any thirty-day period during the corporation's tax year

• a redemption treated as an exchange under Sections 302 or 303 of 20% or more of the 
outstanding stock from a shareholder during any thirty-day period during the 
corporation's tax year

• an issuance of stock equal to or greater than 25% of the previously outstanding stock of 
the corporation to one or more new shareholders in one or more transactions during 
any thirty-day period during the corporation's tax year

o Election results in corporation’s tax year being treated as separate tax years for 
purposes of:
• allocating items of income and loss

• making adjustments AAA, E&P and basis

• determining the tax effect of distributions
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Transfers of S Corporation Stock

• Elections to close books (cont’d)
‒ If an event results in both a termination of a shareholder's entire 

interest and a qualifying disposition, the transaction is treated as a 
termination of a shareholder's interest

‒ Absent a closing of the books election, a transfer of stock generally 
does not impact AAA with respect to either the transferor or 
transferee shareholders

• Additional issues arise with respect to sales of stock that are 
treated as asset sales for income tax purposes
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Application of Section 163(j) to 
S Corporations
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Section 163(j) - Generally

• Limits deduction of business interest expense to the sum of:
‒ Business interest income
‒ 30% of adjusted taxable income 
‒ Floor plan financing interest

• Deduction of business interest expense is taken into account at 
the S corporation level in determining nonseparately stated 
income or loss

• Limitation applies at the S corporation level
‒ Disallowed deduction is carried forward at the S corporation level
‒ Unused limitation is not allowed as a carryforward

• When disallowed business interest expense becomes deductible:
‒ Stock basis is reduced (but not below zero)
‒ AAA is reduced
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Section 163(j) - Exceptions

• Small business exception
‒ Applies to taxpayers with average annual gross receipts for the three 

tax years immediately preceding the current tax year that do not 
exceed $25 million (adjusted for inflation for tax years beginning after 
2018)
o Annual determination that may change from year to year
• Disallowed business interest that is carried forward to a year in which the small business 

exception applies is not subject to limitation in that later year

o Excludes tax shelters prohibited from using the cash method of accounting under 
Section 448(a)(3)

‒ Beware  the aggregation rules . . . 
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Section 163(j) - Exceptions

• Excepted trades or businesses
‒ Section 163(j) limitation applies to business interest that is properly 

allocable to a trade or business

‒ “trade or business” does not include:
o electing real property trade or business

o electing farming business

o certain regulated utilities 

o performing services as an employee

‒ If taxpayer is engaged in multiple trades or businesses, interest expense, 
interest income, and other items of expense and gross income must be 
allocated between excepted and nonexcepted trades and businesses
o Only business interest expense properly allocable to an excepted trade or business is 

not subject to limitation
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Questions?
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Questions? 
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